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Abstract 
First-order databases may contain clauses with disjunctive heads and denials. 
We distinguish sustained models as altemati ves of intended interpretations. Ex
tending Reiter's CWA, we define the Sustained Worlds Assumption SWA and show 
that it satisfies desirable properties. A positive answer is sustained if it is true in 
some sustained model. Negative sustained answers are cautiously inferred to be 
false. We describe a procedure for computing sustained answers. It comprises 
consistency checking and is sound and complete for finitary queries. 

1 Introduction 
A ftrst-order 1f.o. ) database rshortly, database) is a set of clauses, the head 
of which may contain disjunction or nothing at all. (For further notation 
and terminology, cf. [17] [18] [ 191). Examples of disjunctive clauses (the 
u_pper three) and denials !two on the bottom), characterizing rules of mar
riage law, university matriculation and inheritance of blood groups, are 

surname(x,y) v surname(x, z) ~ born(x, y) & married(x, w) & surname(w,z) 

enrolled(x, maths) v enrolled(x, engineering)~ student(x, computation) 

blood-group(x,a) v blood-group(x,b) v blood-group(x,ab) ~ 

~ blood-group(x, a) & 

blood-group(x, b) 

blood-group-pattern{father(x), aa) & 
blood-group-pattern(mother(x), bb) 

- blood-group(x, 0) & 

blood-g roup-pa tte rn(father(x), a a) & 

blood-group-pattern(mother(x), bb). 
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Wp di.stinguish sustained models as alternatives of intended interpre
lu tl ems of f.o . databases. Sustained models are steady but not necessarily 
ud11 1mal. Theoremhood of non-negative clauses is equivalent to truth in 
tall uuRta ined models. If there are no sustained models, then the database 
hi Inconsistent. 

l•:xtending Reiter's CWA, we deflne the Sustained Worlds Assumption 
~WI\ , Theoremhood of a negative clause is inferred if that clause is true in 
ull ttustained models. SWA is cautious, cumulative, rational and modular. 
Me1ro such properties are studied in the long version of this paper. 

Informally, a positive answer to a query is sustained if the universal 
ellort ure of the body of the query, instantiated with the answer, is true in 
••un sustained model. For queries without such an answer, we non-mono
llln ico.lly but cautiously infer negative sustained answers. To compute 
MuHtuined answers, we use PL resolution, a procedure devised in [24}. Ap
l•llt·d to databases with denials. PL may infer inconsistent. results. Thus, 
WI Houndly extend PL by a second phase, for consistency checking of PL 
uu lcome. This extension is complete for finitary queries. (The notion of 
"llnitary" is deftned in section 6.2.) 

l'rtlliminary defmitions 
A {. o. database is a finite set of clauses of the form H ._ B, where the head 
H IR a disjunction At v ... vAn (n 2: O.l of atoms Ai (1 sis n), the body B is a 
t•onjunction Bt & .•• & Bm (m~O) of atoms Bj (1sism) and m+n > 0. A 
l'lnuse with n > 1 is a disjunctive clause. A clause with m =0 is a positive 
,•/nuse (also called possible fact, or simply fact if also n = 1), for which"._" 
IH omitted. A clause with n = 0 is a negative clause, also called denial. 
Denials are .used for expressing negative information and q4-eries. A 
c· In use with m + n = 1 is a unit clause. The empty clause is denoted by [ ]. 
l•'or a database P, the Herbrand base Bp is the set of ground atoms A such 
lhnt there is an atom in some clause of P of which A is an instance. For a 
t'ot S of clauses and a (possibly singleton) set of sentences 5', S I= S' means 
lhat each element of S' is true in each model of S. As usual, S is called 
'nconsistent if S I= false. A (Herbranci) model M of S is a subset of Bs such 
that M I= S. 
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2 Sustained models 

Defirution Let P be a database. A model M of P is sustained if there is a 
mapping 1.1 assigning to each atom in Bp a natural number such that, for 
each atom A in M, A occl.?-l's in the head of some ground instance H +- B of 
some clause in P, M I= Band, for each atom A' in B, IA'I < IAI. 

For example, for P = { p(a) +- q(b) }, { p(a), q(b)} is a model, but it is not 
sustained; also, none of the two models p(a) and q(a) is sustained. The 
only sustained model of this database is the empty set. 

Intuitively, a model M is sustained if, for each atom A in M, A can be 
traced back to possible facts. Sustained models can be seen as alternatives 
of intended interpretations. For a definite database, each sustained model 
is supported [1], but not vice versa. For instance, r is a supported model of 
the database { r- r }, but not a sustained one (and shouldn't be, since r 
can't be reduced to any possible fact). Rather, sustajned models coincide 
with "well-supported" models [12], for definite databases. The definition of 
sustained models has been inspired by mappings (similar to 1.1, used for 
other purposes) in [3]. In [25] [6], definitions of "possible models" and "pos
sible worlds" are discussed. For f.o. databases, they turned out to coincide 
with sustained models. 

Another example: {studies(Fred. maths) v studies(Fred, computing)} ad
mits the sustained model {studies! Fred, maths), studies(Fred, computing)}, 
which is not minimaL This is reasonable, since the exclusive interpre
tation of v would exclude the possibility that both studies(Fred, maths) and 
studies(Fred, computing) hold (cf. [241 for a similar example). Exclusive 
disjunction can be expressed by additional denials. For example, if p v q 
is supposed to mean "p ex-or q", then this is enforced by adding+- p & q. 

Clearly, sustain depends on the syntax. For example, the singleton data
base p and the database consisting of p and p v q are logically equivalent, 
and p&q is a (non-minimal) model ofboth, but p&q is sustained only for 
the latter. This example also shows that sustainec:i models are not neces
sarily minimal. 

Sustained models have several desirable properties, as addressed in 
theorem 1. Steadyness (in la) is one of them. Steady models, defined be
low, are similar to stable models [15]; they coincide for definite databases. 
(A fi.xpoint characterization of sustained models is studied in [9, lOJ.} 
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n. ~ nnition For a database P and a Herbrand model M of P, let P* be ob
l!lllnod as follows. For each clause C in P, each ground instance H +- B of C 
mch that M I= B and each atom A in H such that M I= A, A+- B is a clause 
1 •• P'* . M is called steady if M is the least Her brand model of P*. 

'l'lworem 1 lProperties of sustained models> Let P be a database. 
!I) Each sustained model of P is steady, and each steady model of P is 

sustained. 
II) Each minimal model ofP is a sustained model ofP. 
t•) For each atom A in Bp, P I= A iff A is true in each minimal model of P. 
r/) For each atom A in Bp, P I= A iff A is true in each sustained model of 

P. 
, ) For P definite, the only sustained model of P is ita least Herbrand 

model. 
n Pis inconsistent if and only if there is no sustained model ofP. 
H) If Pis free of denials, then there is a unique maximal model Max of P 

such that Max is a sustained model of P, M ~Max for each sustained 
model M ofP, and Max is the least fixpoint of[24J. 

Part a. can be shown along the lines of a similar result in [12] (where 
"uustained" is replaced by "weB-supported" and "steady" by "stable"); b- g 
nre shown in [10]. The converse of lg does not hold (e.g., the maximal 
model of { p v q, +- p} is q) . In general, there is no unique maximal model if 
~here are denials; e.g., the only sustained models of { p v q, +- p & q} are p 
11nd q . Not each model which is a subset of Max is necessarily sustained. 
Jror instance, { p, r} is a model of P = { p v q, r +- q} and a subset of the 
maximal model Max = ( p,-q, r} of P,- but,-·unlike Max and the minimal 
models { p} and { q, r} of P, ( p, r} is not sustained. 

3 Sustained answers 
l~'or a database P and a query+- B, a substitution 9 is a (positive) answer if 
P I= V(B9). 9 is a positive hypothetical answer if there is a set of sentences 
(hypotheses) 6 such that P U 6 is consistent (if Pis) and P U 6. F= V(B9). 6. is 
called an explanation of9. If there is no substitution 9 such that PI= V(B9), 
t hen the question is if there is a "default explanation'' 6 such that P U 6.1= 
.., 38_ We then also speak of a negative hypothetical answer. A special kind 
of hypothetical answers is the class of sustained answers: 
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Definition Let P be a database,+- B a query and~ a set of unit clauses. 
a) (6, A) is a positive sustained answer of+- 8 in P if 6 is a substitution 

such that P u A I= '1(86) and there is a sustained model M of P such 
that M I= A. 

b) We speak of_ a negative sustained answer of+- B in P if P u A I= .., 38 
and, for each sustained model M of P, M I= A. Then, ~ is called a 
default explanation of the answer. 

c) A sustained answer of +- 8 in P is either a positive or a negative 
sustained answer of+- B in P. The A associated to a sustained answer 
in parts a and b of this definition is also called a sustained explana
tion of the answer. 

Clearly, for a negative sustained answer of a query +- B in a database P 
with explanation ~. P 1-;e 'V(B6> holds for any substitution 6. But the con
verse does not hold. For instance, in P = { p v q }, P 1 ~ p holds, but there is 
no negative sustained answer of+- p since there is a sustained model of P 
in which .., pis not true. The same holds if Pis replaced by P' = { p v q, q}. 
However, there are positive sustained answers of+- p, with explanations 
At= p (which is "trivial" [7]) and Az = ...,q in P and again A1 in P', while A2 
is not an explanation for pin P' 3ince P' u A2 is inconsistent. In this paper, 
we are not interested in non-sustained hypothetical answers (such as, 
e.g., the identity substitution yes for query +- p in { p +- q }, with non
sustained explanation q). Moreover, we are not interested in disjunctive 
answers. {For a database Panda query+- B, a set of ground substitutions 
61, ... , 6n is a disjunctive answer to +-Bin P if PI= '1(861 v ... v 860 ); for more 
details, see [191 [5).) · 

Besides sustained explanations of positive answers, we are particularly 
interested in default explanations of negative answers that are maximal: 
A default explanation A of some negative sustained answer in some 
theory P is maximal if A consists precisely of all ground negative unit 
clauses that are true in each sustained model of P. The default explana
tions that we are going to deal with below are alwayS' maximal. 

Consistency of explanations of sustained answers is ensured by the 
following result. The proof is easy and therefore left away. 
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'l'lu•o rem 2 (Consistency of sustained explanations) 
I,, t P be a consistent database and C a query. If (e, ~) is a sustained 
"IIHwer of C in P, then P U A is consistent. 

·• The Sustained Worlds Assumption 
If' P is definite, the usual default explanation 6. for inferring negative 
''"Hwers is the well-known closed world assumption CNA(P), i.e. all nega
tive ground literals -,A such that A is not a logical consequence of P [231. 
I410r P non-definite, it is well-known that P U CWA(P) may be inconsistent. 

For a database P, there are essentially two different generalizations of 
c WA in the literature, viz. the generalized closed world assumption 
r,cwA(P) and the weak generalized closed world assumption WGCWA{P) [191. 
'!' he latter is also known as DDR [24]. Both satisfy several dersirable prop
' rties, such as consistency with P, upward compatibility in the sense that 
both coincide with CWA(P) for P definite, etc. For function- and denial-free 
P, GCWA(P) contains the negation of each ground fact which is not true in 
nny minimal model of P. Admitting functions but not denials in P, it is 
•osy to show that WGCWA(PJ consists precisely of the negation of each 

!{round fact which is not true in the maximal sustained model of P. 

GCWA generalizes straightforwardly to databases with functions and 
denials. However, GCWA does not comply with the requirement that dis
junction in the head of clauses should preserve its original meaning in 
fi rst-order logic. For example, for P = { p v q, q }, GCWA(P) infers that .., p 
holds, although that is not a cogent consequence of P, from a logical point 
of view. In many examples. GCWA(P) effectively amounts to interpreting 
disjunction as exclusive ''or", which may not always be the intended 
meaning. On the other hand, if disjunction is always interpreted as ex
clusive, then, e.g., the database P = { p v q, q v r, p v r} is inconsistent 
(since there is no model of P that interprets each of the three disjunctions 
os exclusive), contrary to GCWA(P), since P u GCWA(P) is (rightfully) con
sistent. Other problems with GCWA are identified in [11]. 

As opposed to the possibly befuddling semantics of GCWA, WGCNA does 
comply with a reading of disjunction that is not necessarily exclus ive [24). 
However , generalizing WGONA to arbitrary f.o. databases is less obvious, 
since there may not be a unique maximal sustained model in the presence 
of denials. Thus, we are going to propose a generalization of CWA, essen
tially by replacing "minimal" in the definition of GWCA by "sustained". 
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That generalization, called SWA, intuitively expresses the assumption 

that the possible worlds intended by Pare precisely the models of P that 

are sustained, and that all non-sustained sentences are deemed false. 

Definition For a database P, let SWA(P) be the set of negated atoms -oA 

such that AE Bp and A is not true in any sustained model of P. Then, the 

sustained worlds assumption SWAlP) is defined as the union of P and 
SWA(P): SWA(P) = P U SWA(P). 

5 Properties of SWA 

Next, we show that SWA(P) satisfies several properties which have been 

identified as desirable for non-monotonic inference in [13J (24) (211 (141 [19] 

(11). For saving space, we do not give proofs, which can be obtained along 
the lines of proofs of similar results in [241 [25) (6] (111. 

I 

Consistency, as expressed below, is certainly a least requirement, in the 

sense that any reasonable inference rule should yield consistent conclu
sions at any rate. 

Theorem 3 fConsistency) For a consistent database P, SWA(P) is consistent. 

Informally speaking, the next result says that SWA is an upward
compatible generalization ofCWA and WGCWA. 

Theorem 4 tCompatibilityl 

a) For a definite database P, ~(P) = CWA(P). 

b) For a denial-free database P, SWA(P) = WGCWA(P). 

Intuitively, theorem 5, below, says that SWA(P) = P u SWA{P) is balanced, 

in the sense that P alone suffices for inferring all inferrable positive in

formation and SWAlP) alone caters for all sustained negative information. 
Sa corresponds to the "stability" ofWGCWA(P) in (19]. 

Theorem 5 •BalanceJ 

Let P be a database. Then, the following holds. 

a) For a positive clause C, P I= C if and only. if SWA(P) F= C. 

b) For a negative clause C, ~(P) I= C if and only ifSWA(P) 1= C. 
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... ,, u11J 1 Downward Monotony ' 

u 11 !I il la base P, let P + denote the set of all clauses with non-empty. head 

1ft f' , ••nd p - be the set of denials in P. Further, let P 1. P2 be two consistent 

~lllll"' 'u tt such that P1 + ~ P2 +and P2- ~ P1- . Then, SWA(P2) ~ SWA(P, ). 

lutud lvely, downward monotony ofSWA gays that the amount.ofimpl~c~t 

11•11111 I vi' Information inferred from a database decreases as ~~ exphctt 

,.,,.Ill v knowledge increases. Actually, that corresponds to the decreas

htl" property ofWGCWA in [24] (called "monotonicity" in [19)), as expressed 

tn '"' As shown in (24], GONA is not downward monotone, as opposed to 

WA 

H1 1wc• cwA is not monotone. it follows from theorem 4 a that SWA is not 

Plunutone either. Likened to the scheme in theorem 7 c below, monoton; 

w1111ld have that, if, for clauses C and C', SWA(P) I= -. C and SWA(P) 1= C • 

&h•''' o., WA( P u {C}) 1= C', but that does not hold (e.g., for P= {p~q}, C=q and 

' • p, adding C toP decreases the set of logical consequences of Sv_.'~( P) 

11111 hence of swA(P)). However, several restricted forms of monotomc1ty, 

•• di tlcussed in the literature, hold for SWA. One of them is the downward 

n11111otony of swA, as expressed in theorem 6 above. Other forms are ex

htll llcd in theorems 7 and 8, below. 

Th,,orem 7 

l .rl p be a database and C, C' two clauses. Then, the following holds . 

u) lfSWA(P) I= C and SWA(P) t= C', then SWA(P U {C}) I= C'. 
lCautious monotony) 

b) lfSWA{P) I= C, then SWA(P) I= C' iffSWA(P U {C}) I= C'. •.Cumulativity) 

r) lfSWA( P) I~ -,(andSWA(P)t=C',thenSWAtP U{C})I=C'. (Rationality) 

'l'he last property that we are going to deal with is modularity. It ena~les 

1, modular computation of SWA(P), by deriving consequen~e~ of gtven 

JlrOdicate definitions separately, focusing on modules c?nststrng of the 

cluuses on which those definitions depend. (Dependency 1s de~ned as the 

transitive closure of direct dependency: A clause C depen~ dtrectly on. a 

clause C' ifthere is an atom in the body ofC that unifies With an atom m 

Lhe head of C'.) 
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Theorem 8 exhibits modularit . 
modules 8 b · · t . Y 111 two forms. 8 a caters for 

. . 1S m erestmg, e.g., for the in . 

m a database p that is layered . t od c~ementa ) computation ofSWA( 

dencies between modules ar tm· o ml u es ("strata''), such that aeJoerhl 
e no c1r cu ar [26]. 

Theorem 8 (Modularity) Let p be a datab 

a) Let PI u pl be a partit · f p ase. Then, a and b, below, hold. 

Ion o such that no cl · p 

any clause in pl and vice-vera Th a use m ' depends on 

b) Let P' be t f 1 . a. en, SWA(P) = SWA{P,) U SWA(Pl) . 

. a se o causes m p such that no clause i P' 

clause m p -P'. Then, SWA(P') ~ SWA(P). n depends on any 

6 Computing sustained answers 

For a database P. procedures that com . 

WGCWA(P) are described in (19) (251 s· pute lopcal consequences of 

necessarily each positive ·ust . d. mce o~y each negative, but not 

sw (P :s ame answer JS a logi 1 
A ) ' the purpose of this secti . d . fti ca consequence of 

just mentioned. on IS 1 erent from that of the procedures 

In [24), a procedure called PL lPo·it" L. . 

PL is sound for computing :s Ive . mear) resolution is introduced 

p denial-free. Below we fir::~~e~ s~staJ~ed by WGCWA(P), i.e. SWA(P) fo; 

PL, which originall~ has bee~led yti esdcr~be ~L (or, rather, ou.r version of 

1 ) d e lne lOr tnferring f 

on! • ~ then specify a sound two-fold d . nega Ive answers 

which 18 complete for significant I fe ex:enston of PL, called PLY, 

c asses o quenes and databases. 

6.1 PL r esolution 

We assume fami1iarity with SLD resolution [161 (cf., e.g., [18/). 

Definition Let p be a database. 

a) Let Pmax ={A +- B:H+-B E P A . . 
b) F • IsanatommH} 

or an SLD refutation d · th · 

from Pmax, the (d-)compu:':d ex;~=~~ed ans~er 9 and input clauses 

of form A9 such that ther . . zon. offJ IS the set of unit clauses 

. e ts an Input cia A 8 . 

variant H +- B of a disjunctive J • P use +- In d, there is a 
c ause In , and A occurs in H. 

PL hypothesizes atoms in the head f . . . . . 

nores the alternative disjuncts Int ? . diSJUnctive Input clauses and ig

are explained by the hypothe . . . d t Ultlve~y,. PL-computed substitutions 

• size a oms. Similar to (241, we define: 
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t~ tlll l i Inn Let P be a database, C a query and 0 a substitution. 

J A f'L refutation of C in P with outcome (0, 6.) is an SLD refuta tion of 

1'1,Hlx u { C} with computed answer a, the computed explanation of 

which is ~ -

A PL tree ofC in. P of finite depth is an SLD tree of Pmax '-' { C }, each 

hranch of which is of finite length (i.e., either successful or failed). A 

I'L tree of finite depth is fi nitely failed if each of its bra nches is failed. 

l•'or P denial -free, the least Herbrand model of Pmax clearly is the maxi

ntnl•nodel of P. Hence, for a quecy C, the outcome of each PL refutation of 

lu P is a sustained answer of C in P. Moreover, the substitution of each 

IW41.u ined answer of C in P is subsumed by the outcome of some PL 

ratiii LI\tion ofC in P. However, if P contains denials, then Pmax may become 

lllllOnliistent with P. For example, running PL on query+- p in P = { p +- q , 

q v r, +- q} succeeds with computed explanation q, although SWA(P) 1 ~ p. 

Ur nerally, if the computed explanation 6. of some PL outcome (9,6.) is not 

• II HAta ined explanation of 0, then it is inconsistent, as follOWS from part a 

nr the next result, which can be shown by induction. 

1'1u·o rem 9 (Soundness and completeness ofPL) 

l.r t P be a consistent range-restricted database and C a query. 

11) If (9, 6 ) is the outcome of a PL refutation of C in P and P u 6 is 

consistent, then (fJ, 6 ) is a positive sustained answer ofC in P. 

b) If there is a PL tree of finite depth of C in P and for each refutation d 

in the tree (if any) with computed explanation 6.d, P u 6c1 is incon· 

s istent, then (no, SWA(P)) is a negative sustained answer ofC in P. 

I') If a is the substitution of a positive sustained answer of C in P, then 

there is a PL refutation ofC in P with outcome(9', ~)and a substitu

tion 0" such that 9 = 0'0" and P u ~is consistent. 

t{) If (n.o, SWA(P)) is a negative sustained answer of C in P and A is the 

computed explanation of any PL refutation of C in P, then P u 6. is 

inconsistent. 

According to 9a, positive PL outcome is sound only if the computed ex· 

pla nation is consistent. According to 9 b, inferring a negative answer from 

PL outcome is sound only if each computed explanation (if any) is incon

s istent. Thus, a procedure that checks PL-computed outcome for (in)con

Aistency is needed. 
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6.2 (ln)consistency checking with SLC resolution 
The definition of SLC resolution below is a logic-programming-style formalization of the positive refinement [22) of model elimination [20]. For brevity, we skip the definition of finitely failed SLC trees (i.e., roughly, each attempt of finding an SLC refutation terminates with failure). AA shown in theorem 10, SLC is a theorem prover which can be used for (in-) consistency checking off.o. databases. More on SLC is available in [5]. 

Definition Let P be a database and C a clause. An SLC refutation ofC in P, and its rank k (k ~ 0), consists of a sequence Co = C, ... , Cn = [ 1 (n 2: 0) of clauses such that, for each i < n, an atom Ai is selected in Ci, and the two points below hold. We call Ai an ancestor if Ai is selected in the head of C1 and Ai is ground and Ai f P u {C}. If, for each i <n, Ai is not an ancestor, then the rank of the refutation is 0. Otherwise, it is k, for some sufficiently large k>O. (A more elaborate definition would induct on k) . 
I ® If Ai is not an ancestor, then Ci + 1 is a resolvent of Ci and a fresh variant C' of some clause in P u {C} on Ai and an atom A' inC', using an mgu of Ai and A' . 

® If Ai is an ancestor, then there is an SLC refutation of Ai in P u {C} of 
rank less thank, and Ci + tis the resolvent ofCi and +-Ai on Ai. 

For P definite, SLC clearly coincides with SLD. In general, the root of an SLC refutation may be any clause. Condition Ai f P u {C}, for ancestors At, avoids circularity through point ® of the definition. Soundness and completeness of SLC in theorem lOa-d, below, follow from results proved in [2]. For ensuring the termination of .SLC, we impose .the restriction of "finitary" (cf. the similar concept of "acyclicity" and "boundedness", e.g. in [3]), which relies on the following notions: 

Delmition Let Ct, C2 be clauses and P a (possibly infinite) set of clauses. 
a) Ct is directly connected to C2 via atom At in the body (or head) of Ct and atom A2 in the head (or , resp., body) of C2 if At unifies with A2. 
b) Ct is connected to C2 in P via atom A, in Ct and atom A2 in C2 if either c, is directly connected to C2 via A1 and A2, or there is a clause C in P with distinct occurrences of atoms A, A' such that c, is directly con

nected to C via At and A, and Cis connected to C2 in P via A' and A1.. 
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A runnection path in p is a sequence of connected clauses in P s~ch 
t1111L the following holds: For each triple C1, C2, C3 of consec~tlve 
l' ll\uses in the sequence, t here are distinct occ~~nces A2, A 2 of 
11 toms in c2 such that c1 is directly connected to C2 vta some atom A1 
In c 

1 
and A2, and c2 is directly connected to ~3 via A'~ a.nd some atom 

A) in c3. The number of clauses in a connection path tstts length. 

p
11
n

11
1t ion Let p be a database and ~the set of ground inst~nces of c~aus~s In f' , We say t hat p is finitary if the length of each connecti_on path ~ ~ 18 nult.l , A query Cis finitary in P if, for the set Pc of clauses m P to which C 

'• ' '"" nccted, Pc u {C} is finitary. 

It I'll n be shown that, if query Cis finitary in database P, the.n there is ~o 
lnlluile SLC derivation of c in P. For example, +- related(chlld(eve), Y~ 1s 
null lLrY in {related(child(x) ,y)+- related(x,parent(y))}. In the long vers1on 
nrlho paper, the condition of"fmitary" is further relaxed. 

J111 posing "range-restricted" in lOc, below, and additionally "finitary"~~ ICl d, is suffi cient for obtaining completeness of SLC. For 10 b,c, t he follo 
'""definition is convenient. 

.,,,nnition For a databa~e P, let P be obtained by replacing ea~h denial ~f funn ~ Bin p by inconsistent+- B, where inconsistent is a pred1cate that ts 
nul used elsewhere. 

'l'hco rem 10 {Soundness and completeness of in/consistency checking with S~C) ~'or a database .P and a clause C, SLC resolution is sound,.as .expressed m a 
nnd b, and complete, as expressed inc and d, below. 
d) If there is an SLC refutation of( in P, then P u {C} is incons~stent. . 
II) [f there is a finitely failed SLC tree of +- inconsistent in P, then P 1s 

consistent. 

r/) 

If pis inconsistent and r~nge·restricted , then there is an SLC refuta-
tion of <E- inconsistent in P. 
If p u {C} is consistent and range-restricted and Cis finitary in P, t~en there is a finitely failed SLC tree of C in P, and each SLC tree of C 1D P 
is finitely failed. 
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6.3 PLY resolution 
Deimition Let P be a range-restricted database, C a query and P as in 6.2. a) A PLY refutation of C in P with computed answer (0, 6.) consists of two phases. The first is a PL refutation of C in P with outcome (6, 6.) and the second a finitely failed SLC tree of+- inconsistent in P u 6.. b) A failed PLY run ofC in P consists of two phases. The flrst is a PL tree T of C in P of finite depth. The second is a set of SLC refutations of +-inconsistent in P u ~d. one for each PL refutation d in T, where 6.d is the computed explanation of d. 

Frequently, the second phase of PLY is not necessary, e.g. if P is denialfree. From theorems 9 and 10, the results below follow immediately. 

Theorem 11 (Soundness and completeness of PLY) For a consistent range-restricted database P and a 
1
query C, PLY resolution is sound, as expressed in a and b, below. If, additionally, Pis finitary, then PLY is also complete, as expressed inc and d. 

a) If there is a PLY-computed answer (6, ~)of C in P, then (6, ~) is a positive sustained answer ofC in P. 
b) If there is a failed PLY run of C in P, then (no, SWA(P)) is a negative sustained answer ofC in P. 
c) If 6 is the substitution of a positive sustained answer of C in P, then there is a PLY refutation ofC in P with computed answer (6', 6.) and a substitution 6" such that a= 8'6". 

· d) lfthere is a negative sustained answer·of<:-in P, then there is a failed PLY run of C in P, and each PLY run of C in P is failed. 

Conclusion 
For fll'st-order databases, we have developed a default semantics, SWA, that satisfies several desirable properties. Based on SWA, we identified various kinds of answers and developed a sound and complete proof procedure, PLY, for computing sustained answers, which form an interesting class of hypothetical answers. While PLY-computed explanations of negative answers always hold by default, computed explanations of positive answers, though sustained, typically do not hold by default, and are some-
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h hand we have developed, in (41, Yet an-'""'11' redundant. On the ot er 1 ~ edure called SLY for com-\ . d · en linear reso ut10n proc • ' . d 
ull"1' se ect10n- nv . 

1 mong them all sustame 1 k . ds of hypothettca answers, a '"'' ' ' ''~ severa m d th k default of GCWA. Current 
d 1 ll that are true un er e wea nil• "· un a so a . . LY and SLY such that only explana-Wtll' ll is concerned Wlth taylonng P d tlun u which serve some useful applications are compute . 

r . version of this paper appeared in the ~..luwwledgement A pre tmm~ry 1 W k -hop on the Deductive Ap-tlliWl.lCdings of the_ 4th lnternatlO:~ ta: ·r-:s Lloret de Mar, Catalunya lll llii Ch to Informat10n Systems an a a~ ' lllpui n), 20-22 September 1993. 
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Abstract 
. dates in deductive databases is stu<lied. ln this paper the problem ~f vieW up can be ta.ckled with an abductive-based Our aim is to show how th15 problem " anslates" the update request to a deapproach. We give a procedure .that . tr uest regarding only the extensional ductive database into a new modlflc:atiOD req 

part of the database. . le et owerfu) method, permitting b~th This a.pproa~h app~ars as a. stmp ~he P resence of negation in deductive t o handle the difficultieS connected to p d~te procedure for insert. and d fi niform common up Q 
databases and to e ne a u . f al.l defined and its correctness wrt a Th. dure IS orm Y 

· · 
delete requests. IS proce • ef t' al emantics {or standard abductiOn IS simple extension of the D.ung s pr e~en \h: update problem permits also m~Y investigated. The abductive appro~ tof this procedure. One of them permits natural extension5 of the base versiOn ~ d ··h the database. V.'e will show . · th ory assoc1ate WI • h. 
to deal with an mtegnty e d t the procedure t.o handle t IS ·bt · eall'' natural way to a ap . t d 
bow it. is poss1 e 111 a r J . d . f the procedure ts presen e • a 

. The extenden version o . d 
Dew t.vpe of constramt.s. . b d. g the previous one Is propose 

• · bt ned y ext en 1n 
• 

simple declara\ ive semantiCS o ilJ • (the procedure wrt this semantiCS f h . odifled verston o and the correctness o t IS m 
is proved. 

Introduction and Motivation 

l d . this way Given a deductive kl n be formu ate ID • fi 
The problem we want to ta.c e ~a res . delete (¢)), where cf> is a closed rst database and an update request msert(cf>) (b p that in the new state the update 

· ch e the data ase so order formula , we want to ang 
· quest is satisfied. 

. b 
re . . . f the view update problem for relat.IOnal dat.a ases This problem is a generahzat.JOn o al consider it as a particular case of a more { 2 3 7 8 9)) But we can so {12)) where the 
(see e.g. 1, • • • ' · h t of Knowledge Assimilation (see e.g. • general problem, namely t a 
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information we want to assume is the truth {resp. falsity) of¢. It bas been argued 
that it is not necessary to insert into the database exactly the information that is the 
subject of the update request, but only a plausible explanation of it; in other words, 
we insert into the deductive database the cause and not the effect. There are several 
reasons that justify this approach. First, because of the particular structure of the 
rules and the facts in the database, if we just insert explicitly the observation and not 
a plausible cause, some implicit consequences of this observation would be lost. 

Example 1 
grandfather(X, Y) .- father(X, Z}, father(Z, Y) 
sibling(X,Y) .- father(Z.X),father(Z,Y) 

Suppose that we acquire the new knowledge that Tom and Bob are siblings. If we a.dd 
explicitly this observation to the database, we cannot deduce the implicit considera
tion that Tom and Bob have the same father and the same grandfather. In the same 
way. by asserting that Tom and Bob have the same grandfathei-.' we cannot deduce 
that they are sons of the same person. So, only by inserting a plausible hypothesis for 
the fact, in this case the knowledge father(x, Tom} /1. father(x, Bob) , we can deduce 
all the informations that are implicitly connected to the initial observation. 

Another related reason to assimilate information implicitly, is that relevant new 
information may not always be acquired in terms directly related to the way the 
database itself is organized. We must "translate" some parts of this information into 
a form that reflects the organization of the information within t he database. In a 
deductive database DB1 we can distinguish two parts: 

(a) the extensional part (EDB), that is a set of ground instances of base predicates 
which describe the current state of the world modelled by the database; 

(b) the intensional part (!DB), that is a set of rules defining the view predicates of 
the deductive database, which basically represents the real inferential engine of 
the database. 

The database can be shared among more different users, and so it is natural to think 
of another partition. as in the next figure . In this partition each user bas got its own 
!DB and shares with the others only the extensional part of the database. Whenever 
a new piece of information on a view relation arrives at a particular user, this is 
assimiJat ed by appropriately changing the EDB rather than adding it explicitly into 
t he view. So, the modification can be immediately shared among all the users and 
does not remain confined in the particular /DB of the user who acquired the new 
information. 

There is another important reason that justifies this approach. Generally, the 
rules of !DB in a deductive database are regardrd A.'l 1\ stn.tlc and non-modifiable 
part of the database, whereas EDB repres<'nts thr kuuwlt1tl~o ih11.t. we have about the 

lJn t hl• paper we will regard a deduttlv~ datal>an u • lo1h JliOif&rn, 
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F igure 1: Data partition in shared deductive databases. 

an change dinamicaJly. In fact, new 
wmld modelled in the ded~ctive dat~basei~~t ~e acquired and retracted. The~, it is 
~unwledge about base relations can dmam nl ~DB by considering the base predicates 
llrt\,tiTal that every update ~equest affect_s o y c~ be assumed when necessary) an.d 
11 11 tlbducibles (that is predicates whodse ~~stancoe~lem as suggested in [11}. The basiC d blem as an ab uctlve pr ' opriate thr view up ate pro . 1 IDE of a deductive database an appr . . lllrn is to associate to the particu ar_ dater uest insert(¢) (resp. delete(¢)) .lS 
II bd uct.ive framework, so that a genenc uf . d ~at is explain( <P) (explain(..,¢)), 10 
triUitrded as a new observation to be exp ame 'd abducibles. Our procedure lets n h base predicates, trea.te as d st t NmS of bypot eses on . deductive database in a new up ate reque .' ''~'~ "translate" the update request to a d b This aim can be represented ln 
,,ffN·ting only the extensional part of the ata. ase. 
thl~ way: 

: r-} ·- c"-~a:J = . • DI • ' 

~--------

Figure 2: Aim of the abductive update procedure. 

cedure computes a plausible explanation 
Given a generic update request, the pbro d the real insertion will involve only . t . to the data ase, an 1' lor the fact we v.·an1 to ms~r ~ rocedure that really executes the update tes ~h is explanation (the realizatiOn of the: l ' f , our aim consider the next example. uutslde the goal of this paper) . To {urt er can ) ' 

F;xnmple 2 
/DB: p(x) .._ B (x) 
EDB: B(c) 

B(d) 
Update: insert(p(a)) 

. have to compute a plausible explanation {or p(a) . 
The first step of our procedure Wl~\be IDE is investigated and, at the end. t~e res.ult 
Ourlng this phase the structure o t be translated into a modtfica.tlon . S th update reques can ( ) i t {:). == {B(o.)} is given. o, ~ . t h' particularcase, intothe insertionofB a n o nffccting only the EDB , that ts, m IS 

the extensional part of the database. 
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2 Specification of the B ase U p date Procedure 

!Jet us first briefly summarize the concept of abduction. By such a term we mean a 
form of nonmonotonic reasoning that has recently received much attention in Artificial 
Intelligence. Let us briefly review the basic notion of abduction. In its simplest form, 
abduction allows to infer 13 as a plausible explanation for a , given the knowledge 
Q- {3. 

Definition 1 By an abductive framework we mean a triple (KB ,IC,HY} where: 

(a) KB is a first order theory, 

(b) HY is a set of formulas which represents all the admissible hypotheses, 

(c) JC is a set of integrity constraints. 

The abducible predicates have no definition in KB but are assumables, and given an 
observation Q the aim of abduction is to explain Q by finding a set ~ of hypotheses 
in HY which satisfies IC and which, together with KB, entails Q (see [10]) . In 
[6]. abduction has been used to simulate and extend Negation as Failure in Logic 
Programming. The basic idea is to view negative literals of the form " not p(t)" as 

,posit.ive atoms of the form p"(t), where p" is a new predicate symbol (see Definition 
2). The abducibles are exactly the ground instances (over the Herbrand Universe) of 
these newly introduced predicate symbols. Due to lack of space, we omit here the 
formal definition of this transformation (the reader can refer to [5,6,11]). A similar 
transformation will be given in the sequel (definition 2}. 

In [5] , Dung has proposed an interesting declarative semantics for negation as 
failure through abduction. Our aim is to shov.• how it is possible to extend, in a natural 
way, this semant.ics to handle also base abducibles. The result of this extension will be 
the semantic counterpart of the procedure for the view update problem in it" simplest 
version {originally proposed in [11]). To describe the method that the procedure uses 
to treat base abducibles, let us consider the next example. 

Exam ple 3 Let (KB. IC, HY ) be the follo\\·ing abductive program: 

KB: p(x}- q"(x) 
q(x)- B(x) 

where B is a base predicate, and suppose that the query is - p(a). The integrity 
constraints, as in [6] , are denials of the form-- p(x),p• (x), for each predicate occur
ring in EDB and !DB . The computation proceeds as in the next figure, giving the 
result~= {q"(a), B"(a)}. 

Recall that, due to the transformation of Eshghi and Kowalski, q" (a) (resp. B "(a}) 
stands for "not q(a)" (resp."notB(a)") . Moreover, the procedure us~ only ~he rules in 
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- p{o) 
I 

- q· (a) 

A ={v"(a)} 

qo} 

-q(o) 
I 

-B(a) 

1-B. (o) 

A ={q" (o),B•(o)} 

s·c·> 
I 

-B(a} 
I -

0 . 
0 

Figure 3: The base update procedure. 

JDB and considers the base predicates as abducibles. The procedure can be described 
n~ (ollows. The computation proceeds as in standard SLD- resolution, using the /DB 
1ules, until an abducible atom is selected. Since abducibles have no definitions in 
the JDB part, the only way to proceed is then to assume them (as for q"(a} in the 
t•xample}. But this can be done only if consistency is ensured (in this case if q(o) can 
u • shown not to be provable). This is the aim of the inne.r double-lined box. where 
the current set of hypotheses is~ = {q"(a)}. The consistency of q" (a) is ensured 
uy assuming that B(o.) is not provable, i.e. by abducing B "(a). Notict> that the 
consistency of B "(o) is simply ensured by adding B•(a) itself into the~. provided 
D(o) has not been already added to the~. 

As shown by the example, the basic procedure is an interleaving of two phases: 

(a) the abductive phase corresponds to the single-lined boxes, where SLD- resolution 
is exploited until abducibles are selected; 

(b) the consistency phase corresponds to the double-lined boxes, where the converse 
of an abductive hypothesis is shown not to be provable by failing all its possible 
derivations. 

Notice that consistency phases can require nested abduct ive phases and vice versa. 

It is worth remembering that the technique used for the consistency checking bas 
been obtained by adapting and extending the method of Sadri and Kowalskl (see e.g. 
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114}). Note that, according to such method, we can a.dfirm the consistency between the currently assumed hypothesis and the database constraints only if all the branches in the search space of the corresponding consistency derivation end with the black box. 

Formally, we first have to extend the notion of abductive program treated by Dung, since we want to treat also base predicates as abducibles. 

Definition 2 Given a database P, the abductive progrom associated to it is an a.bducti ve framework (P", 1 C , A b} such that: 

• p• is the Horn theory obtained from P by replacing all the occurrences of & negative literal -.q(tt. .. . , tn) with a new atom q•(tJ. ... , t n)i 
• IC = {+- q(x),q"(x} I q is a predicate symbol occurring in P}; 
• Ab = {p(t1, ... , tn) I pis base } U {p•(tl. .. . , t n) I p(t1 , ... , t~) E HB} is the set of all the abducible predicates, where HB is the Herbrand Base of the language ~~ 

I 

Notice that this corresponds to the abductive framework described in 15,6] , apart from the fact that base predicates are considered as abducibles (see also Ill}}. 
The presence of base abducibles introduces a substantial optimization in the Dung's procedure. In fact, to abduce a base abducible we do not need to open a consistency derivat ion because the complement of a base abducible is abducible itself, and so it is not provable unless it is explicitly abduced. ln other words, to assume a base abducible B we need only to check if B · is not already assumed. Then, let us look a t the abductive procedure to update a deductive database in its simplest version (111]). Note that. in the rest of this paper we will use the notation according to which, if A is t he atom p(t1, ... , tn) (resp. p· (th ... , tn)) then A" denotes the correspollding atom p" (t1, ... . tn) (resp. p(t1 , .... tn )). Let (KB. IC 1 Ab) be an abductive program and R a safe selection rule, that is a rule which selects abducibles only if they are ground. 

D efinition 3 An abductive derivation from (G1.Ht} to (Gn , Hn) is a sequence (G1, H1 ), (G2.H2 ) , ... ,(Gn. Hn) such that, for each i , with 0 < i $ n , G; has the form ---I, I' where, without loss of generality, R selects 1 and l' is a (possibly empty) conjunction of atoms. Moreover, H; is a set of hypotheses and G;+h Hi+l are computed according to these rules: 

BAl) if I is not abducible then G;+l = C and H;+l = H;, where Cis the resolvent of some clause in KB with G; on the selected literal /; 
BA2 ) if l is abducible and I E H, then Gi+l =+- 1' and H i+l = H;; 
BA3) if l is a base abducible, l lf. H, and z· l/. H., then G;+l =+- I' a.nd Hl+l = H 1U{l} ; 
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. d th exists a consistency derivation ~~ ~ 11) If 1 is a non-base abduc1ble, l l/. Hi an ere , _ H' from ({.- l"},H; U {l}) to ({} ~ H') then Gi+l =-l e H,+l- . . 

h reviously mentioned. By selecting a I IIIII IBA3] describes exactly what ':a av~j' d we can abduce it unless its coml tMI' nbducible that has not been alr Y a uce 1 ally analogous to the llh••urnt bas already been assumed. All ~he ot~er ~teps are re 
I I H t PRpondi.ng ones in the Dung's abductive denvatlon . 

Th an abductive refutation for ~ II fl •t·on 4 Let ,~. be a conjunction of atoms. en, " "' ' '+' • ( H) f r some H . \M 1111 abductive derivatiOn from ( +- ~. {}) to 0 • ' 0 

. fr (F H ) to (F. Hn) is a sequence {F~t I I• Ouition 5 A ccnsistency derivation omach .1> - ~h 0 < t~ n F.· is a set of goals I I ) (f'. H ) (F H ) such that, for e t, Wl - ' ' l h b I • 2. 2 ' .. . I n• }n F' h 'thout loss of generality, .... ll •. . . , • as een ,,r the form {- h • ... , l, u ' w ere, Wl h d for some l = z.! ·-~ •>• Fi+l and H•'lrcted. Moreover, H; is a set of hypot eses an ' ',_ ..... /1 , I I are computed according to these rules: 

, F' d H· = H · where C' is the set of ll t' l ) if l is not abducible then F;+l = C fuKB and th~lselect~d goal on the literal !, all the resolvents between clau~es o an 
such that 0 l/. C' ; 

H b F. - { .- l'} u F! and H1+1 = H;; IIU2) if 1 is an abducible and l E i t en i+l - ' 
b F. F ' and H · 1 - H · · ll <.i3) if lis a base abducible and r E H; t en i+l = ; . •+ - " 

d z· n H then F.· = F! and H;+l = H,u{l"} ; uc4) ifl is a base abducib1e, ll/. H; an ~ i 1 •+1 • . 
uc5) if I is a non- base abduc~ble an_d I~ H; then(: t• H ·) to (0 H') then Fi+l = F/ 'f there exists an abductive denvatlon rom +- , ' , ~d Hi+ I = H ' ' else Fi+l = { .... l'} u Ff and H;+l = H, . 

] alo ous to the corresponding cases of the Dung's Cases [Be l] , [sc2] and lsc5 are an t; t the contrary of a certain base abducible B procedure. Step [ac3] treats th~ case ha t goal fails because the selected atom b al d . abduced ln thls case t e curren . has een rea ) · l 4] . licable when there is no assumpt1on (B) must be considered ~alse. Cas~ v..~ec v..·;t ~~P abduce the contrary oi B ( B• ) so on a certain base abdue~ble B an 
that the current goal fails . 

. . . . ro ram and the declarative speclficatlon After extending the notiOn of abhdu~lve ~ d~finition we need also to extend the of the procedure with respect to t e un~ s ([ ]) , concepts regarding the preferential semantics 5 . 

. f abductive program (KB.IC~ A b) we mean an abduc-Definiti_on 6 As scenano 0 ~b) where A ~ Ab and KB u Au JC is consistent. tive framework (KB U A,/C. 
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Notice that, since KB U D. is always consistent, inconsistency can arise only when 
both A and A " are derivable for some atom A, i.e. when an integrity constraint 11 
violated. 

Definition 7 An hypothesis A is acceptable with respect to a scenario (KB u /:i JC 
~~)if, f~r each set E of hypotheses such that KBuE I= A-, EUDer(KB, D.)UD.~J(J 
ts mconststent, where Der(KB, D.) = {X E HB I KB U A 1= X} . 

Definition 8 A preferred extension of an abductive program (KB, IC, Ab) is a sce
nario S = {KB U D., IC, A b), where D. is a maximal set with respect to the property 
that each hypothesis A E D. is acceptable wrt S. 

The above definitions are a natural extension of the corresponding definitions in [5] . 
One can easily prove that the abductive procedure is correct with respect to the 
preferential semantics. 

Theorem 1 (Soundness) Let ( +- A, {}), . . . , (0, H) be an abductive refutation wrt 
an abductive program (KB, JC, Ab) . Then there exists a 'preferred extension JE = 
(KB U !:1 , JC, A b) such that H ~D. and KB u HI= A.2 

3 Handling Further Integrity Constraints. 

The procedure presented in the previous section can be extended in various "directions. 
One of them permits to handle a more complex set of integrity costraints. In fact , 
we can imagine that there is a real integrity theory associated with the deductive 
database. These constraints, involving abducible predicates, permit to reject and 
accept. certain plausible sets of hypotheses. Despite this, such an extension has a very 
small impact on the abductive procedure. When a new hypothesis is abduced, the 
procedure resolves it with a single forward step against all the integrity costraints 
that ''contains" it . Then, it tries to reason backward from any resolvent obtained in 
this way. The next example will show what problems and difficulties can occur in this 
cont.ext. 

Example 4 Let us consider the following framework: 

KB : s -a I : ,_ a,p 
+- a,q 

In this extended abd~ctive framework I is the set of integrity costraints associated 
with the database, and a,b are both base abducibles. Moreover, suppose that the top 
query is +- s. 

2
Due to lack of space the proof is omitted but it can be obtained from the author. 
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Figure 4: The extended update procedure. 

Whr•n the goal +- a is selected within the main derivation, since neither a nor 
11' I!IIV<• been already abduced, we can assume the atom a. But this is not sufficient 
AII \' II IOI'C , because it is also necessary that all the resolvents betw.een the ab~uce.d atom 
1t11tl Lhc integrity constraints of the database fail. So two ~onststency d~nvattons on 
11 11~ ~,Oitls - p and ..._ q are opened. Now, the computation pro~eeds lD ~he us~al 
~·IIV, because the only atom that. will be abduced in the sequ~l 1s ~ and 1t admtts 
11 11 •••t:olvent against the constraints of J. The whole computation fru~s. ~ecau~e the 
11 1,dur t.lon of b, that is ne.cessary to guarantee that the nrst const.rru~t ts sa~tsfied, 
, IIIIHt•S the violation of the latter. Note that the start query would be satlsfied wtthout 
I h1•1H' uew constraints. 

To give the formal specification of the new problem we want to treat, we need to 
11 11 uJlfy the overall context. In fact, we must further ext~nd the no~ion of a?ductive 
IIH IJ~nun to cover a bigger class than the one considered 10 the prev10us sectwn. 

ll••tlnition 9 Given a logic program P, an abductive program associated to it is 
1\11 abd uctive framework (P",IC,Ab} such that r and. Ab .are defi~ed exactly as 
Ill definition 2, whereas the set IC of integrity constrrunts 1s now gt:en .by IC = 
10 · u icDB, with Jc• = {+- q(x},q"(x) I q is a predicate symbol ~ccurnng m ~}and 
I COB is the integrity theory associated with the database, that ts a set of demals of 
the form +- A1, . .. , An where at least an A; is base abducible. 



The integrity constraints occurring in this new definHion of abductive program belong to quite a restricted class. However we think this type of constraints is not too restrictive in this particular context. In fact, in the field of view updates for deductive databases it is reasonable to be able to express view predicates in terms of base predicates. Moreover, if this dependence is not expressed in a direct way, we can try to make clear such dependences by initially unfolding non-base atoms. The impact on the base version of the procedure is not substantial. The only modification regards the cases when a certain atom A is abduced . Now we also have to fail all the resolvents between A and the integrity constraints of t he set I CDB. Let us look briefly at this aspect. 
Without Joss of generality we can suppose that in the current state of the database all the integrity constraints are satisfied. These constraints involve abducibles, i.e. only the abduction of a new fact can violate them. Then, at every abduction the procedure will have to open a consistency derivation on the resolvents between all the constraints and the new hypothesis, so that these restrictions carry on holding. Only if this derivation succeeds, that is we can guarantee that the whole integrity theory is satisfied also after the last abduction, we can continue the computation. We are now ready to formalize the previous ideas. Let (KB, JC, A b) b,e an abductive program as in the previous definition and let R be a safe selection rule. 

D efinition 10 An abductive derivation from (G1 ,H1 ) to {Gn, H n) is a sequence (GJ,HI),(G2 \H2) , ... ,(Gn, Hn) such that, for each i, with 0 < i ~ n , G, has t he form - l , l' where, without loss of generality, R selects l and l' is a (possibly empty) conjunction of atoms. Moreover, H; is a set of hypotheses and G;+J, H,tl are computed according to these rules: 

EAl) if l is not abducible then G;+1 = C and H i+l = H; , where C is the resolvent of some clause in KB with G; on the selected literal I; 
EA2) if lis abducible and l E H, then Gi+l =._ I' and H,+l = H;; 
EA3) if lis a base abducible. l 'I H; , /" f/. H; and there exists a consistency derivation from ( Rs. H, u { l}) t.o ( {} , H '), where R s is the set of all the resolvents between l and the integrity constraints of the deductive database (JC08

), then Gt+1 =-1' and H,+I = H '; 

EA4 ) if l is a non- base abducible, l f/. H, and there exists a consistency derivation from ( {-- I"} U Rs, H; U { 1}) to ( {} , H') , where Rs is the set of all the resolvents bet ween land t he integrity constraints of the deductive database (ICD8
), then G,+l =- t' and H;+1 = H '. 

Case [EA3] is applied if the currently selected atom is a base abducible on which we have not made any assumption yet. Unlike the base version, we cannot d irectly add it to f). , but it is necessary to open a consistency derivation on the set Rs of all the resolvents between the current selection and the databas~'s constraints, t o 

ldi also after the new abduction. Analogously we 
" '" ""l • t' III li.! they carr~ ?n ho ng {EA4] The base version instead t ried only to 

Utt 1111111, 1 11 t ltnd the definttton of case · d fall ' \ ' I 'j proof for the complement of the abduce atom. 

Th an abductive refutation for 4> l h•flllll luu 11 Let</> be a conjunction of atoms. en, H . . f ( .J. {}) to (0 H ) for some · 
I• 1111 11\J tlnrtivc denva.tton rom +- '~'• ' ' 

. . ( H ) to (Fn, Hn) is a sequence 
lt .. llullluu 12 A consistency 4envo.twn ~om __ :~·. 1 ' th 0 < i < n, F, is a set ) (p. H ) (F H ) such that, .or t:6UJ ' • Wl - l l 
It " " ' ' '2 • 2 , ... , n. n l} F' h e without lossofgenerality, - 1· ···· • 
ul .. ~~~~~ ~~of l he form { .... h • · · · · • . U i w ~rb' otheses and, for some l = l;(j:=t , .... •)• ''"' '"'"" selected. Moreover, H, IS~ set o YP ul . . t I 11 are computed accordwg to these r es. Ill IIII I o+ l 

' F' d H· = H· where C' is the set of 
•• 1) If 1 is not abducible then F i+l = C ~ KB ~d tb~1select~d goal on the literal I, 

1111 the resolvents between clauses o 
1wch that of/. C' ; 

F. - {.-l'} u F! and Hi+l = H ;; 
t I 'J) If I is an abducible and l E H; then i+ l - • 

. d I" H then F. = Ff and H ;+l = H;; 
t 1 .I) 1f 1 is a base abduc1ble an E • •+1 

• . d l" ~ H · then F;+l = Rs u FI and H;+t = 11 ·1) If 1 is a base abduc1ble, l f/. H; an . h " 1 t between z· and the integrity 
11, U {I "} , where Rs is the set o~~l.t e reso ven s constraints of the database (JC ), 

I t 'l'l ) if l is a non-base abducible an.d l ~ H£. then(: 1• H ·) to (0 H') t hen F;+l = F: 
. r there exists an abductive denvatiOD rom - , I H ' 
1 

d H _ H' else F ·+ l = {- l'} u F: and Hi+l = •· an •+I - , ' 

. 'ons made v.rith respect to step {EA3) apply. We 
Fnt case [Ec4) the same constderatl 1 th mplement of the current selection, and wnnt again to assume an atom, nru:;e y e ~~·s at.om and all the elements of JCDB . W(' must fail on all the resolvents et.ween . !consistency derivation . because we are Obviously. it is not necessary to. op~n a. nSev. ' eed only to add these resolvents to 

· h' sist.ency denvattOn . o, v.~ n . al 
ltl r<.>ady wJl m a c?n. w t to fail. The defini t ion of step {Ec5} ts an ogous 
I he set. of the remammg goals. we an . th base version, because we have to assume 
to the one of the correspondmg step JD e 
no fact. 

It of this extended procedure we have to define 
Before presenting. the soun~ness r=~~d notion of abduction. The correctness of the 

l\ declarative semant.JCS for .this exte all extension of the semantics presented 
'11 b oved wJth respect to a sm 

. 
procedure v:• e pr . the definitions gjven in the previous sectlon are 
in the previous sectJon . Note that . . . this part of the paper. particular cases of the ones that we are gwmg lD 

b} b an abductive program associated to a certain 
D efinition 13 Let {KB' ~~'A eA rio is an abductive framework (KB U 

. m as in defimtlon 9. scena logJC progra h A C Ab and KB U AU JC is consist ent. A,IC,Ab) w ere u _ 
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Note that JC also contains the constraints of the integrity theory associated with the 
database. 

Definition 14 An hypothesis A is acceptable with respect to a scenario (KB u 
A, JC. A b) if, for each .._ t1> E JC that admits a resolvent o- A 1 , •• . , An against A , and 
for each set E of hypotheses such that KBuE f= A1A . . . 1\An, E u Der(KB, A}UAU/C 
is inconsistent, where Der(KB, A)= {X E HB I KB U A F X}. 
Defin ition lS A preferred extension of an abductive program (KB, IC, Ab} is a sce
nario S = (KB U A,JC, Ab}, where A is a maximal set wit.h respect to the property 
that each hypothesis A E A is acceptable wrt S . 

Again, we can state a soundness result. In fact, the extended version of the procedure 
is sound with respect to the new declarative semantics. 

·. Theorem 2 (Soundness) Let ( .._ A, {}), ... , (0, H ) be an abductive refutation wrt 
an abductive program (KB, JC , A b) . Then there exists a preferred extension .IE= 
(KB u A , IC, A b) such that H £;A and KB uHF A .3 

4 Conclusions and Further Works 
In this paper we have shown that the abductive view of the update problem in de
ductive databases originally presented in {llj can be given a declarative semantics 
obtained by extending in a natural way Dung's preferential semantics for normal 
logic programming. Furthermore, we have extended the proof procedure of (11] to 
handle also an interesting class of update problems, where an integrity theory is asso
ciated with the database. This extension can also be given a declarative semantics by 
a nat ural extension of the semantics for the base procedure. In [l3) we have further 
extended this framework in order to handle also non-ground hypotheses by using a 
technique based on skolemization of non- ground abducibles (similar to the technique 
used by 14] in the so-called SLDNFA-resolution for abductive logic programs). The 
interested reader can refer to {13] for further details. 
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